Atmospheric oxidation reactions are known to affect the chemical composition of organic aerosol (OA) particles over timescales of several days, but the details of such oxidative aging reactions are poorly understood. In this study we examine the rates and products of a key class of aging reaction, the heterogeneous oxidation of particle-phase organic species by the gas-phase hydroxyl radical (OH). We compile and reanalyze a number of previous studies from our laboratories involving the oxidation of single-component organic particles. All kinetic and product data are described on a common basis, enabling a straightforward comparison among different chemical systems and experimental conditions. Oxidation chemistry is described in terms of changes to key ensemble properties of the OA, rather than to its detailed molecular composition, focusing on two quantities in particular, the amount and the oxidation state of the particle-phase carbon. Heterogeneous oxidation increases the oxidation state of particulate carbon, with the rate of increase determined by the detailed chemical mechanism. At the same time, the amount of particle-phase carbon decreases with oxidation, due to fragmentation (C−C scission) reactions that form small, volatile products that escape to the gas phase. In contrast to the oxidation state increase, the rate of carbon loss is nearly uniform among most systems studied. Extrapolation of these results to atmospheric conditions indicates that heterogeneous oxidation can have a substantial effect on the amount and composition of atmospheric OA over timescales of several days, a prediction that is broadly in line with available measurements of OA evolution over such long timescales. In particular, 3−13% of particle-phase carbon is lost to the gas phase after one week of heterogeneous oxidation. Our results indicate that oxidative aging represents an important sink for particulate organic carbon, and more generally that fragmentation reactions play a major role in the lifecycle of atmospheric OA.
■ INTRODUCTION
Organic aerosol (OA) makes up ∼50% of fine particulate mass in the Earth's atmosphere 1, 2 and thus plays important roles in global climate and human health. Atmospheric OA is an immensely complex organic mixture, made up of thousands (or more) of individual molecules; this complexity arises from the large number of OA sources (both anthropogenic and biogenic), the large number of organic compounds that each source may contribute, and, perhaps most importantly, the reactivity of the constituent organic compounds. All atmospheric organic carbon is subject to oxidation, and since a single oxidation reaction will generally form multiple products, atmospheric oxidation reactions greatly increase the chemical complexity of a given mixture. 3, 4 Moreover, oxidation reactions of organic species can dramatically change the reactivity, amount, and propertiesand hence the ultimate impactsof atmospheric aerosol.
The oxidative chemistry controlling atmospheric OA is an important topic lying at the junction of atmospheric and physical chemistry, since the ability to predict and model both the amounts and the climate-and health-relevant properties of the aerosol requires the understanding of the multiphase reactivity (kinetics, mechanism, and products) of organic species. However, our ability to describe this reactivity is currently limited by the very large number of chemical species, reactive transformations, and reaction products involved. This is the case for other highly complex and reactive mixtures of organic species as well, such as organic matter within soils and aquatic systems, soot particles from combustion, and fossil fuel mixtures.
Such immense chemical complexity poses particular challenges for measurements and descriptions of OA on the detailed molecular level. The explicit treatment of a reactive system in terms of all its constituent chemical species generally requires the identification and quantification of each species, the study of each species' reactivity, and the explicit inclusion of all relevant species and reactions within a model. For simple kinetic systems, such an approach is challenging but feasible. However, for highly complex systems such as OA, this approach encounters considerable analytical, experimental, and computational limitations. While recent advancements in measurement techniques, 5, 6 laboratory approaches, 7 and model schemes 3 have greatly improved our ability to understand and describe OA chemistry in terms of individual species, major challenges associated with quantification and carbon closure remain. Moreover, even if the molecular composition and chemistry of OA were fully understood, the computational requirements of most chemical transport models (CTMs) are sufficiently high that detailed, speciated descriptions of OA are not currently feasible. In fact, a molecular-level description of the evolving composition of OA is not always necessary, given that many of the key OA quantities of interestsuch as total particle mass and water-uptake propertiesderive not from the individual molecules but from their overall average or sum.
An alternative approach for describing the chemistry of complex mixtures such as OA is its treatment not in terms of the detailed structures and reactivity of individual molecules, but rather in terms of the key properties of the organic species or even of the mixture as a whole. The advantage of this "ensemble approach" is that it greatly simplifies the measurement and description of both the chemical composition and reactivity of OA, enabling their relatively straightforward inclusion in CTMs. Such simplified treatments of OA chemistry typically involve the description of organic species or mixtures in terms of two or three average chemical or physical properties (carbon number, elemental ratios, volatility, polarity, carbon oxidation state, etc.), allowing OA or its components to be defined and visualized based on their location in a two-or three-dimensional chemical space. 4,8−14 Understanding how a molecule or mixture changes upon oxidation (corresponding to movement through these spaces) is critical for describing and modeling its atmospheric behavior and thus for predicting the amount, properties, and impacts of OA.
The majority of laboratory studies of OA chemistry focus on the reactions underlying the initial formation and growth of secondary organic aerosol (SOA), 15, 16 and results from such studies have recently been used to parametrize simple twodimensional representations of OA chemistry. 10, 11 However, less is known about the chemistry that drives the further evolution ("aging") of OA over its atmospheric lifetime. 17, 18 Ambient measurements have shown that even after aerosol growth has essentially stopped (which typically occurs ∼1 d after emission of the organic precursors 19 ), OA continues to evolve chemically over timescales of several days, 20−22 indicating that such aging reactions may play an important role in the regional-and global-scale impacts of the aerosol. Since the atmospheric lifetime of OA is 5−10 d, 23 such OAaging reactions can involve several generations of oxidation.
Furthermore, oxidation may occur in different phases, including in the gas phase (homogeneous oxidation of gaseous semivolatile OA components), 24 at the gas-particle interface (heterogeneous oxidation by gas-phase oxidants), 25, 26 and within the condensed phase (e.g., homogeneous oxidation within particles, such as deliquesced atmospheric particles or droplets). 27 Regardless of the medium in which oxidation occurs, laboratory measurements of the rates and products of these aging reactions are somewhat limited, in part because of the long timescales and low oxidant concentrations involved; moreover, measurements of multigenerational aging processes have generally not been parametrized for use in simple chemical frameworks or CTMs. Thus, the detailed role of aging reactions in modifying the amounts, composition, and properties of atmospheric OA remains poorly constrained.
In this work we describe (and reanalyze) results from a series of studies performed in our laboratories on the heterogeneous oxidation of organic aerosol by gas-phase OH (the dominant oxidant in the atmosphere). Experiments used various singlecomponent particles, intended as simple model systems for understanding this class of atmospheric aging reaction. Results from all systems are presented on a common basis in terms of both kinetics and products, to provide insight into the overall effect of heterogeneous oxidation on OA, as well as to determine simple parametrizations for inclusion of these reactions in models. In particular we focus on two fundamental properties of OA, the amount and oxidation state of the particulate carbon, key quantities for simple ensemble-based descriptions of OA chemistry. These are discussed in detail in the following section, followed by descriptions of the laboratory experiments, analysis, and results. A simple parametrization of the laboratory results is then presented, allowing for estimates of the effects of heterogeneous oxidation on the amount and oxidation state of particle-phase carbon over its lifetime in the atmosphere. These estimates generally agree with ambient observations. They indicate the importance of heterogeneous oxidation as an atmospheric aging mechanism, and moreover the importance of chemical degradation of OA over multiday timescales.
■ AMOUNT AND OXIDATION STATE OF

PARTICULATE ORGANIC CARBON
In this work we describe OA as an ensemble, representing its composition and reactivity not in terms of its constituent molecules but rather in terms of its organic carbon. Our particular focus is on two ensemble quantities for describing the chemistry of OA, the amount and degree of oxidation of the particle-phase organic carbon, simple parameters that provide The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article basic information about the mass and composition of OA. The extent of oxidation is expressed in terms of the oxidation state of the carbon atom (OS C ), 4 a quantity that (by definition) will increase when the carbon atom undergoes an oxidation reaction. For a single carbon atom bonded to only C, H, and O atoms, OS C is given by
where n C−O and n C−H are the number of bonds to O and H, respectively, of the carbon atom in question. (This can easily be generalized to include the effects of heteroatoms such as N, S, Cl, etc.) OS C values range from −4 to +4, with possible bonding combinations for each value shown in Table 1 . How a single oxidation reaction changes n C−O and n C−H thus determines the oxidation state change (ΔOS C ) for that oxidation reaction ( Table 2) .
With the exception of techniques that provide detail about the immediate chemical environments of carbon (e.g., NMR, 28 XPS, 29 and STXM 30 ), most analytical techniques cannot resolve the OS C values of individual carbon atoms within organic species. However, techniques that provide measurements of elemental ratios can be used to determine the average carbon oxidation state (OS C ) of an organic molecule or mixture, since
where O/C and H/C are the molar oxygen-to-carbon and hydrogen-to-carbon ratios. 4 Equation 2 is based on simple valence rules and the assignment of a −2 oxidation state for O and a +1 oxidation state for H; the presence of peroxide groups or heteroatoms may introduce some errors to this calculation, though for atmospheric OA such errors are likely to be small. 4 Since a single oxidation reaction of an organic molecule will typically change the oxidation state of only a fraction of the organic carbon, the change to OS C upon oxidation (ΔOS C ) will depend not only on the changes to the C−O and C−H bonding eq 1 but also on the number of carbon atoms in the molecule (n C ). Such changes are given in Table 2 , with all oxidation reactions classified as either functionalization or fragmentation reactions. A third class of reaction, oligomerization (not shown in Table 2 ), is generally a nonoxidative process that occurs after fragmentation or functionalization, and typically involves no changes to OS C .
Functionalization reactions involve the addition of functional groups to the carbon skeleton, via the replacement of C−H bonds (or unsaturated/cyclic C−C bonds) with C−O bonds, with no change to n C . As shown in Table 2 , the change to OS C from functionalization is governed by simple rules: replacement of a C−H bond with a C−O bond (as in the case of the addition of an alcohol, peroxide, or nitrate group) increases OS C by +2/n C , whereas replacement of a C−C bond with a C− O bond increases OS C by +1/n C . All effects are additive, so the replacement of a CH 2 group with a CO group increases OS C by +4/n C , and the oxidation of an alkane to a carboxylic acid or hydroxycarbonyl increases it by +6/n C .
Fragmentation reactions involve a decrease in carbon number n C , typically through C−C bond scission in an acyclic carbon skeleton. (The scission of one C−C bond within a ring does not change the n C of the molecule and thus can be considered a functionalization reaction.) Major mechanisms leading to fragmentation are alkoxy radical decomposition, 31 alkene ozonolysis, 32 and carbonyl photolysis; 33 other chemically activated radicals or molecules may also fragment as well. 34, 35 The effect of fragmentation on OS C is more complex than that of functionalization, since two products are formed; the value of ΔOS C (from the perspective of a single fragment) depends on not just the functional group that replaces the C−C bond but also the size and degree of oxidation of the other fragment. The values of ΔOS C , Δ(O/C), and Δ(H/C) listed in Table 2 for fragmentation are averages, calculated using the assumption that (prior to oxygen addition) both fragments retain the elemental composition of the parent species. Because of the decrease in n C , fragmentation reactions can efficiently increase the OS C of organic species. However, since the fragments will be smaller than the parent compound, such reactions generally lead to an increase in volatility of the organic species.
The detailed dependence of volatility on ensemble chemical composition (described by O/C, H/C, and n C ) is discussed elsewhere. 13 This dependence is important in that volatility is a key determinant of gas-particle partitioning and hence of OA loading. In general, most functionalization reactions lead to a decrease in volatility, due to an increase in polarity, whereas most fragmentation reactions (as well as functionalization reactions that convert one functional group to a less-polar one) will lead to a volatility increase. Such reactions can lead to a loss Table 2 . Changes to OS C , OS C , and Elemental Ratios As a Result of Common Functionalization and Fragmentation Reactions a ΔOS C given for both carbon atoms in the double bond. b Hydration; not an oxidation reaction. c ΔOS C , Δ(O/C), and Δ(H/C) are computed only for the fragment without the leaving R group; values given are averages, assuming that both fragments have the same elemental ratio as the parent species (prior to addition of the functional group).
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■ HETEROGENEOUS OXIDATION EXPERIMENTS
Over the last several years our groups have studied the heterogeneous oxidation of organic particles by OH as model systems for understanding how OA undergoes oxidative aging in the atmosphere. These studies complement work by a number of other laboratories, aimed at understanding the kinetics and products of heterogeneous reactions of gas-phase radicals with condensed-phase organic compounds. Heterogeneous oxidation chemistry was recently reviewed by George and Abbatt; 25 briefly, laboratory studies have focused on the kinetics of oxidation (specifically, measurements of the uptake coefficient γ, the fraction of radical−particle collisions that lead to reaction), 36−50 the oxidation products in the particle phase, 39,42,45,51−58 the evolving properties of the aging OA, 59−63 and the loss of OA mass via the formation of small, volatile products. 38,41,42,51,52,64−66 This last topicthe role of heterogeneous oxidation as an OA sinkis still poorly understood, as the observed extent of chemical degradation varies widely from study to study. More generally, despite the substantial chemical insight that these studies provide, the overall role that heterogeneous oxidation plays on atmospheric OA remains poorly constrained, since its effects on OA composition and chemistry have not been described or parametrized generally. As a result, heterogeneous oxidation reactions have been included in only a handful of CTM treatments to date. 67, 68 The studies described here focus on the OH oxidation of single-component organic particles. We have also examined the heterogeneous oxidation chemistry of complex aerosol mixtures (SOA, 17 diesel exhaust, 69 fulvic acid, 70 and soot 71 ), as have other researchers, 54, 55 but single-component systems offer several advantages in terms of data analysis and interpretation. They ensure that the chemical properties of the starting material are well-defined, plus they provide a relatively straightforward means for quantifying the heterogeneous oxidation kinetics (as described below). Furthermore, since the unreacted OA starts out chemically simple, but increases in chemical complexity as oxidation proceeds, these reactive systems represent intermediate steps toward the immense chemical complexity encountered in SOA and ambient OA. Finally, heterogeneous oxidation is an ideal system for studying the oxidation chemistry of organic species generally, since modern online aerosol chemistry instruments can quantitatively measure all organic carbon in the particle phase, allowing for the overall, comprehensive study of its evolution upon oxidation. This includes highly oxidized species, which have traditionally been challenging to measure and study in the gas phase.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All measurements described here are from our previously published studies of the heterogeneous oxidation of singlecomponent particles. 4,56,70,72−76 The 11 precursors studied, shown in Figure 1 , span a wide range of chemical species, including reduced, saturated compounds (squalane 72,73 and triacontane 4 ), compounds containing CC double bonds (oleic acid, linoleic acid, and squalene 56, 75 ), polyols (erythritol and levoglucosan 74 ), and multifunctional organic acids (succinic acid, 76 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid (BTCA), citric acid, and tartaric acid 70 ). Only one previously reported compound, linolenic acid, 75 is not included in this analysis, due to the apparent importance of SOA formation in that case, an interference that precludes the analysis used here.
Detailed experimental procedures, which are quite similar for all compounds studied, can be found in the appropriate references; only a brief overview, and details of the analysis unique to the present work, are given here. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 . Single-component organic particles (polydisperse distributions, with surfaceweighted average diameters ranging from ∼125 to ∼300 nm) were generated from atomization/nebulization of an aqueous solution followed by drying, or from homogeneous nucleation from heating the pure organic compound in a tube furnace. Particles then entered a flow tube where they were subject to oxidation by gas-phase OH. Two different quartz flow reactors were used; one (for squalane, triacontane, erythritol, levoglucosan, tartaric acid, BTCA, citric acid, and succinic acid) of 130 cm length and 2.5 cm ID (residence time 37 s) and The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article the other (for squalene, oleic acid, and linoleic acid) of 170 cm length and 6.5 cm ID (residence time 224 s). Carrier flow was 5−10% O 2 in N 2 , at ∼30% relative humidity (RH; 64% RH for succinic acid). For most compounds, OH was produced from ozone photolysis. O 3 was generated prior to the flow reactor using a mercury pen-ray lamp or corona discharge, and photolyzed by 254 nm light from mercury lamps external to the flow; the subsequent O( 1 D)+H 2 O reaction then generated OH to initiate oxidation. For the alkene experiments (oleic acid, linoleic acid, and squalene), to avoid ozonolysis chemistry, OH was instead generated from the photolysis of H 2 O 2 , which was added to the reactor by passing nitrogen through urea hydrogen peroxide. The OH concentration in the flow tube was varied by changing the concentration of added O 3 or H 2 O 2 or by changing the UV photon flux into the flow tube. OH exposures were monitored by measuring the decay of a gasphase OH tracer (hexane) using a gas chromatograph with flame ionization detection (GC-FID); 72 OH concentrations in the reactor varied from 8 × 10 7 to 8 × 10 11 molecules per cubic centimeter. At these high concentrations, oxidation by OH is generally much more rapid than 254 nm photolysis. 77 The changes in chemical composition of the particles were measured by high-resolution mass spectrometry. Oxidation state of the OA was determined from eq 2, using online measurements of elemental ratios (O/C and H/C). For all systems studied except succinic acid, measurements were made using an Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer (AMS), 78 which utilizes electron impact (EI) ionization, a hard-ionization technique for describing the ensemble chemical composition of OA. AMS measurements of elemental ratios require empirical correction factors to account for biases in ion fragmentation; 79−81 our previous studies utilized the original correction factors of Aiken et al., 80 though revised factors, based on a larger set of organic standards, were recently put forth by Canagaratna et al. 81 For most data sets we updated our elemental ratio values with these new factors. However, for the polyfunctional species, updated O/C measurements remained somewhat lower than the actual values, a result consistent with the data of Canagaratna et al. 81 In addition, measured H/C values for the alkanes (squalane and triacontane) were somewhat overestimated. Thus, for each individual data set, O/C and H/C were adjusted by empirical multiplicative factors to give the correct value for the pure compound, and these factors were applied across the entire heterogeneous oxidation experiment. We note, however, that the overall results of this study are largely unaffected by this choice of correction factor.
Because heterogeneous oxidation can lead to the loss of particle-phase organic carbon via volatilization reactions, an important parameter in these experiments is the fraction of particulate carbon f C remaining after oxidation. For the AMS experiments, this was calculated from changes to the mass of the particulate organic carbon, which in turn was determined from the mass and elemental ratios of the OA:
where m C and m OA are the particle-phase carbon mass and organic mass, respectively (normalized by particle number concentration, to account for potential changes in the particle source). Total ion signal from the AMS was found to be an unreliable measure of m OA , exhibiting dependences on particle shape and degree of oxidation; in particular, ion signal generally decreased dramatically at high OH exposures, suggesting decreases in AMS collection efficiency. Thus, m OA was instead determined from scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) measurements of particle volume multiplied by the effective density (ratio of the vacuum aerodynamic diameter and aerodynamic diameter, measured by the AMS and SMPS, respectively). 82 For succinic acid, 76 particle chemistry was instead measured using a soft ionization technique, direct analysis in real-time (DART) with ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry. Unlike the AMS, DART produces molecular ions, providing the exact formulas of individual chemical components of the aerosol.
Here such molecular results are converted to average elemental ratios and fraction of carbon remaining by assuming that the ion signals reflect populations of individual molecules in the aerosol. 76 Heterogeneous oxidation kinetics, discussed in detail in the Results Section, are constrained using measurements of the reactive loss of the precursor molecule. Different mass spectrometric techniques were used for different chemical systems. Soft ionization schemes, enabling measurements based on the intensity of the (quasi-)molecular peak, include DART (for succinic acid), atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI, for oleic acid and linoleic acid), and vacuum ultraviolet ionization (VUV, for squalene). The APCI and VUV measurements were performed in separate experiments as the EI-AMS product studies, necessitating interpolation of the kinetic decays in those cases. The remaining species were measured by hard ionization (EI-AMS), so an EI tracer ion was used instead. The EI tracer ion for each precursor was selected based on its fast rate of decay upon heterogeneous oxidation, and a high signal-to-noise ratio, relative to other ions in the mass spectrum. For oleic acid, linoleic acid, and squalene, the EI tracer-ion technique gives slower decays than the soft ionization measurements, possibly due to product mass spectra that also contain the tracer ion. However, this technique has been used to measure reasonably large uptake coefficients (γ > 0.5), 74 and moreover EI and VUV measurements of squalane decays agree extremely well with each other. 72 Thus, while the use of EI tracer ions seems to underestimate the loss rate of the alkenes, this does not appear to be a general effect for other systems. four key ensemble quantities (OS C , n C , O/C, and H/C), with changes shown as movement in two chemical spaces, both of which we have used previously to describe product formation in our experiments. Figure 3 shows particle evolution in OS C -n C space for the various systems studied. This chemical space is discussed in detail elsewhere; 4 briefly, oxidation drives organic species upward and to the right, toward CO 2 (OS C = +4), via both functionalization reactions (upward movement only) and fragmentation reactions (upward and rightward movement). In the present study OS C is always measured directly, but for most experiments n C is not, since carbon number cannot be measured using EI-AMS (a hard ionization technique). For those experiments n C is estimated by assuming that the loss of carbon from the particle is governed by a decrease in the average carbon number of the constituent molecules. 4 This is strictly true only if the number of molecules within the particle remains constant, with all fragmentation reactions leading to the loss of one small, volatile fragment (CO 2 , CO, and small oxygenated volatile organic compounds, OVOCs), with the other less-volatile one remaining in the particle. This may not always be the case, since there is a possibility that both fragmentation products (or neither fragmentation product) may be lost to the gas phase, which would imply changes in n C that are not directly related to changes in the amount of particulate carbon. Indeed, as described below, the formation of two volatile fragments appears to drive the observed changes to erythritol particles. However, volatility measurements suggest that carbon loss from squalane particles arises from the loss of small, volatile fragmentation products, 73 suggesting that our assumption relating n C and f C is valid in at least some cases.
The trajectories shown in Figure 3 cover a large fraction of OS C -n C space, occupying a diagonal swath that ranges from large, chemically reduced compounds (lower left corner) to small, oxidized ones (upper right corner). This overlaps well with the area of chemical space occupied by atmospheric OA, which falls along this same diagonal. 4, 13 Small, reduced compounds are too volatile to be present in the condensed phase, whereas large, highly oxidized species (n C > 10, OS C > +0.5) are generally not observed. Taken together, the oxidation trajectories tend to curve upward, with the largest OS C increases for the smallest molecules. This is because n C controls the extent to which the oxidation of a single carbon atom will affect the average OS C of the whole molecule ( Table  2 ). The decrease in inferred n C in all cases indicates the Changes to OS C and n C for all heterogeneous oxidation experiments. Movement in this two-dimensional chemical space is upward and to the right, as expected for oxidation reactions. 4 Gray circles indicate possible combinations of OS C and n C . For all experiments except succinic acid (for which n C is measured directly), the decrease in n C is assumed to be proportional to the loss of carbon from the particle. The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article importance of carbon loss by fragmentation reactions, which is discussed in more detail below. Figure 4 shows the trajectories that the particles take in Van Krevelen (H/C vs O/C) space, a chemical space that has seen substantial use for describing ensemble chemical changes to OA. 9, 83, 84 This provides more information on OA composition than OS C -n C space, since the functional group distributions and changes can be estimated from relative oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon contents 9,13 (see Table 2 ); however, such detail comes at the expense of information on carbon number, and fragmentation and functionalization reactions cannot be easily distinguished in this two-dimensional space. For comparison, Figure 4 also shows the average of Van Krevelen slopes from a large number of ambient OA measurements. 84 Most starting materials used in this study, and their oxidation trajectories, fall reasonably close to the ambient range (as is the case in Figure 3 ). The main exception is erythritol, which has a higher H/C than is typically seen for OA; however, it is also chemically similar to C 5 tetrols, major components of isoprenederived SOA. 85 Additionally, tartaric acid is significantly more oxidized (OS C = +1.5) than most ambient aerosol. Trajectories in most cases do not follow the "ambient slope" (−0.6) exactly, but do show movement toward the bottom right (from a combination of O addition and H loss). Erythritol is again a major exception, as oxidation is governed by H loss, suggesting the importance of oxidation of alcohol groups to carbonyl groups. In addition, linoleic acid shows an initial increase in H/C with oxidation, possibly due to the addition of OH groups to the multiple CC double bonds in the molecule. Most trajectories are roughly linear in this space, though squalane and triacontane (the two alkanes studied) exhibit some rightwards curvature, suggesting a shift from the addition of carbonyl groups to the addition of alcohol groups. 9 The product trajectories from these two systems fall somewhat below the "ambient line", which was recently shown to be a general feature of laboratory OA studies; 84 however, this is not the case for most other systems studied here, suggesting that this effect may be precursor-dependent. Figures 3 and 4 provide information about the products of the heterogeneous oxidation of particulate organic species, they provide no information as to the rates of the reactions, which is necessary for modeling the chemistry and impacts of OA aging. In this section we examine such rates, with a focus not on the reactive loss kinetics of the parent species but rather on the rate at which the particulate organic carbon changes with oxidation.
Rates of Organic Aerosol Transformation. While the trajectories in
The changes to the average carbon oxidation state (ΔOS C ) and fraction of carbon remaining in the particle phase (f C ), obtained from eqs 2 and 3, respectively, are shown in Figure 5 as a function of OH exposure. For all systems studied, oxidation leads to an increase in OS C of the particulate carbon, as expected, as well as a decrease in f C . While changes are for the most part monotonic, some minor deviations are observed, likely due to noise in the ion signal and/or variations in the particle source. For example, the initial spike in f C for citric acid is due to fluctuations in the atomizer output. Such fluctuations contribute to the errors in the parametrization of results, which is discussed in a later section. Regardless, the loss of particulate carbon with oxidation ( Figure 5a ) is seen for all systems studied, indicating the formation of volatile products via C−C scission reactions. Such fragmentation reactions presumably involve alkoxy (RO) radicals (formed from RO 2 +RO 2 reactions), most importantly "activated" alkoxy radicals in which the radical center is adjacent to a functional group, promoting C−C bond scission. 31, 86 Less-volatile fragments will remain in the condensed phase, contributing to the increase in particle OS C (Figure 5b) ; however, the observation of products of the same carbon number as the parent species 72, 76, 87 indicates the importance of functionalization reactions as well, at least for the early generations of oxidation.
Heterogeneous oxidation thus leads to the formation of oxidized species in both the particle and gas phases. However, these results alone provide limited direct insight into the rates at which these products will be formed in the atmosphere. The kinetics are determined not only by reactivitydescribed by The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article the uptake coefficient γ, the fraction of OH-surface collisions that result in reactionbut also by physical parameters that determine the availability of aerosol components at the particle surface, such as particle size, density, and viscosity. 44, 72 Such dependences contribute to the large variability in the rate of OA evolution seen in Figure 5 . In the past we have accounted for these dependences by describing kinetics in terms of the number of "oxidation lifetimes" of the parent species, 72 the average number of reactions with OH that each molecule in the particle has undergone. Assuming rapid mixing within the particle, the lifetime of a particle-phase molecule versus heterogeneous oxidation by OH (τ molec ) is given by 
where V is the particle volume, N a is Avogadro's number, ρ is the density of the particle, M is the molecular weight, γ is the uptake coefficient, v ̅ is the mean molecular speed of the oxidant (609 m/s for OH at 298 K), [OH] is the gas-phase concentration of the hydroxyl radical, S is the particle surface area, and D p is the particle diameter. The rate of heterogeneous oxidation thus depends critically on the surface area-to-volume ratio: because molecules within the particle bulk are largely "shielded" from gas-phase oxidants, heterogeneous oxidation rates are generally slower than gas-phase rates, especially when the particles are large. (The final equality in eq 4 assumes the particles are spherical.) The number of molecular lifetimes, or the average number of reactions a particle-phase molecule has undergone by time t, is therefore
molec molec a p (5) in which [OH]t is the OH exposure. In a given experiment, all terms in eq 5 are known except for the uptake coefficient γ. This is typically determined from the initial rate of decay of the parent organic compound, as measured by aerosol mass spectrometry. However, as shown in Figure 6 , in many cases the rate of decay of the parent species deviates from the expected exponential behavior (solid lines) and instead decreases at higher OH exposures. This kinetic "slowing" of oxidation, which has been observed by other researchers as well, 41,51 may arise not only from changes to the parameters in eq 5 but also from diffusive limitations in the particle, limiting the ability of molecules located inside the particle to react at the surface on the timescale of the OH collision. Such diffusive limitations depend upon particle viscosity, particle size, and collision rate of OH with the surface. 44, 88 Because of this kinetic slowing, the use of eq 5, with fixed parameters from the initial decay, will lead to overestimates of the average rate of oxidation of the particulate organic species over the full OH exposure accessed in the experiments. To account for this slowing, we thus estimate lifetimes directly from the decrease in parent concentration (ion signal). Signals versus OH exposure are fit to a biexponential decay (dashed curves in Figure 6 ), and the number of lifetimes at a given exposure is determined from −ln[S]/[S] 0 , in which [S]/[S] 0 is the ratio of the fitted ion signal at that exposure to the original ion signal in the unreacted particles. This provides a direct measure of the rate of oxidation of the parent organic compound; if product species react similarly (which has been observed for some compounds 72, 89 ), this approach also accounts for changes in their kinetics as well. This assumes some degree of mixing within the particle on the timescales probed, and cannot specifically account for reactions on solid particles for which no surface replenishment of reactants occurs. It is also limited to measurements of only the first ∼3−4 molecular lifetimes, since beyond that the parent species cannot be quantified accurately.
Results (ΔOS C and f C vs molecular lifetimes) are given in Figure 7 . The measurements exhibit substantially less curvature than in Figure 5 , due to the kinetic correction described above. The slopes in both plots, which reflect average changes to OS C and f C per reaction, exhibit substantial variability among the different chemical systems studied. Much of this variability can be attributed to differences in carbon chain length (n C ), with the smallest molecules generally exhibiting the largest slopes, since the effect of a given oxidation reaction is inversely proportional to n C (Table 2) . However, there are some exceptions to this overall trend, which are likely related to details of the chemical mechanism and/or partitioning of the reaction products. For example, the unsaturated species (oleic acid, linoleic acid, and squalene) exhibit OS C increases that are consistent with each other but that are slower than the saturated species; this is likely due to the importance of secondary reactions that lead to less-functionalized products. 56, 75, 87 In addition, erythritol particles, which lose carbon rapidly due to the small size of the erythritol molecule, exhibit a relatively slow increase in OS C . This effect likely results from the high volatility of the reaction products, which include C 4 species formed from the alcohol-to-carbonyl functionalization Figure 6 . Decays of ion signal for three single-component aerosol types as a function of OH exposure. Circles are normalized intensities of high-resolution EI tracer ions, corrected for changes in particle mass. Solid curves are exponential fits to the initial decay (first 4−6 data points) of a given species; dashed curves are biexponential fits to all measurements of a given species, so that any slowing of the reaction can be explicitly taken into account. Y-intercepts are set to 1 for all fits.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article reactions (Figure 4 ), and more importantly C 1 −C 3 fragmentation products. This increase in volatility will cause the loss of all the carbon in the molecule to escape to the gas phase, leaving relatively few oxidation products in the particle phase. (This is consistent with the close correspondence between erythritol loss and particle mass loss during oxidation. 74 ) The other C 4 species (tartaric and succinic acids) are likely to form products that are lower in volatility than those from erythritol, so carbon loss is not as dramatic, and the increase in OS C is more rapid. Finally, triacontane (a C 30 n-alkane) exhibits behavior that is fundamentally different than any of the other species, undergoing changes to f C and OS C that are as rapid as much smaller (C 4−6 ) compounds. The reason for this rapid oxidation is unclear, but it may be a result of the solid crystalline phase of the particles and the strong surface alignment of molecules. 57 By contrast, the other species studied are either liquids at room temperature or are very hygroscopic and likely exist in semisolid or aqueous states at the RH levels of these experiments. 90 Differences in the oxidation mechanism and partitioning therefore account for some fraction of the variability seen in Figure 7 . Nonetheless, most of the variability results from differences in the size of the carbon skeleton (n C ) of the parent organic species. To account for this dependence, here we introduce a new metric for heterogeneous oxidation kinetics, "carbon lifetimes", the average number of oxidation reactions that a particulate organic carbon atom has undergone: This carbon-lifetime metric, which is simply the number of molecular lifetimes divided by n C , allows the oxidation chemistry to be described in terms of the OA's constituent carbon atoms rather than its constituent organic molecules. As shown in the Implications Section (below), such an ensemble description of the kinetics allows for the straightforward estimation of the effects of heterogeneous oxidation of atmospheric OA, which is far more chemically complex than the single-component systems studied here. (Figure 8a ) is in close general agreement for most compounds studied. With the exceptions of erythritol and triacontane, which as noted above exhibit unusually rapid carbon loss, all particle types lose particle mass quite uniformly, with a decay constant of 0.84 ± 0.31 per carbon lifetime. (All errors given are 95% confidence intervals, shown as shaded areas; this fit also excludes the alkene species, but their inclusion does not appreciably change the results.) Thus, if a particle (or molecule) is subject to enough oxidation such that each constituent carbon atom experiences on average one OH oxidation reaction, ∼60% of the organic carbon will be lost to the gas phase; equivalently, for each oxidation reaction of a carbon atom, 0.6 carbon atoms are lost from the particle. This does not necessarily imply that a given carbon atom will volatilize 60% of the time it reacts with OH, but rather represents the average behavior of the overall system. Reactions can form volatile fragments spanning a range of carbon numbers (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , ...), or form no volatile fragments at all; in addition, multiple generations of products can coexist at any given time, which will also affect the average volatilization rate. 89 The general agreement in the rate of carbon loss for such a wide range of chemical systems suggests that the mechanisms underlying fragmentation/volatilization are similar for most of the organic classes examined here. Within the noise of the individual measurements, the only compounds that show clear deviations from this simple exponential (or initially linear) decay are squalane and oleic acid, which initially exhibits little change in f C for the first ∼0.05 carbon lifetimes, before carbon loss begins. We interpret this in terms of a shift from functionalization reactions to fragmentation reactions as the molecule becomes increasingly oxidized, 73 which is consistent with the known chemistry of alkoxy radicals. 31 However, the other reduced species studied (squalene, linoleic acid, and triacontane) do not exhibit this same behavior. This may be due to differences in chemical mechanisms, phase/viscosity of the particles, or differing amounts of initial SOA formation. Nonetheless, the changes to f C in all systems indicate the The increase in particulate OS C with oxidation ( Figure 8b) is more variable among different chemical systems than is carbon loss. Each slope represents the average change in oxidation state from the oxidation of a single carbon atom in the particle (i.e., the ΔOS C values in Table 2 ); as with carbon loss (Figure 8a) , this average value likely involves a range of reactions, carbon atoms in a given molecule, and generation numbers. For all compounds besides triacontanewhich, as discussed above, seems to undergo oxidation extremely rapidlythe slopes vary from ca. +1 to ca. +6, spanning the full range of reasonable OS C changes per reaction ( Table 2 ). The particles that undergo the least amount of oxidation per carbon atom are the unsaturated species (oleic acid, linoleic acid, and squalene) and erythritol. As described above, the slow rate of oxidation of these species can be explained by their known chemistry and volatility. The remaining six species have only C−C single bonds and thus are more chemically similar to ambient OA; these exhibit average slopes of 4.9 ± 1.3 (dashed line), corresponding to the formation of ∼2−3 new C−O bonds per oxidation reaction (see Table 2 ). Figure 8 shows that the changes to the amount and the oxidation state of particulate carbon behave fundamentally differently: the rate of carbon loss is essentially uniform across most systems studied, whereas the rate of OS C increase is quite variable. This variability in ΔOS C results from the differences in the identity and number of functional groups added per oxidation reaction (Table 2) , which in turn depends on molecular structure and the detailed reaction mechanism. However, such differences do not appear to have a dramatic effect on the rate of carbon loss (Figure 8a ). This is broadly consistent with alkoxy radical reactivity: fragmentation is strongly enhanced when the radical is "activated" (i.e., when an oxygen-containing functional group is located adjacent to the radical center), though the exact identity of the functional group (e.g., carbonyl vs alcohol) plays little role. 31 Thus, the rate of carbon loss from the particle phase is relatively insensitive to the exact functional group distribution within an organic mixture. This may explain the differences in variability seen in Figure 8a ,b across all the systems studied; it also provides additional evidence that carbon loss from heterogeneous oxidation is driven by the fragmentation of alkoxy radicals.
■ IMPLICATIONS
In the experiments described in this work, model OA particles are often subject to much higher OH exposures than atmospheric OA particles are likely to experience over their atmospheric lifetimes (5−10 d on average). Nonetheless, the present results suggest that over this time, atmospheric OA will undergo significant, measurable changes as a result of heterogeneous oxidation. Shown in Figure 9 are estimated changes to the amount and the oxidation state of particle-phase organic carbon within OA as a function of atmospheric residence time. The values shown are from the experimentally determined dependences of ΔOS C and f C on carbon lifetimes (fits in Figure 8 ), and estimated carbon lifetimes, calculated from a modified version of eq 6: 
Equation 7 allows for lifetimes to be calculated from elemental ratios (O/C and H/C), rather than from molecular weight M, which is generally poorly constrained for OA. The organic fraction of the particle is not included explicitly in eq 7, since inorganic components (water, sulfate, nitrate, etc.) are assumed to affect equally the amount of organic material within the bulk and on the surface of the particle (corresponding to the numerator and denominator of eq 7, respectively). However, if organic species are located preferentially on the surface, or if inorganic species do not affect the rate of oxidation of surface organic species, heterogeneous oxidation may be faster than Figure 8 . Fraction of carbon remaining in the particle phase (a) and changes in particulate OS C (b) as a function of carbon lifetimes. Carbon loss (from fragmentation reactions) is relatively uniform among most systems studied, whereas oxidation state increase depends more strongly on details of the chemical mechanism. Dashed lines are averages of fits to the exponential decays (a) or linear slopes (b) for six particle types (squalane, levoglucosan, succinic acid, citric acid, BTCA, and tartatic acid), with shaded areas denoting the 95% confidence intervals.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article predicted by eq 7; thus, these calculations may represent a lower limit for the effects of heterogeneous oxidation. For the present calculations, typical atmospheric values are assumed: surface-area-weighted D p = 200 nm, [OH] = 1.5 × 10 6 molec/ cm 3 , O/C = 0.8, H/C = 1.5, and ρ = 1.5 g cm −3 . For the uptake coefficient γ, laboratory measurements (after correction for diffusion) vary from 0.1 to 1.0 (or even higher when secondary chemistry occurs); 25 Figure 9 shows results for an approximate average value, γ = 0.5 (blue curve), as well as for γ = 1.0 (red curve).
The changes to f C and OS C shown in Figure 9 indicate that heterogeneous oxidation can have a substantial influence on aerosol composition over the atmospheric lifetime of OA: assuming γ = 0.5, after a week of oxidation (0.06 carbon lifetimes), 5.0 ± 1.8% of the particle-phase carbon will be lost to the gas phase, and OS C of the OA will increase by 0.30 ± 0.08. The characteristic lifetime of particulate carbon versus volatilization is 137 d. These changes are essentially doubled if a γ of 1.0 is assumed, with a loss of 9.7 ± 3.5% of the particlephase carbon and OS C increase of 0.59 ± 0.16 after a week (0.12 carbon lifetimes), with a carbon lifetime versus volatilization of 69 d.
For comparison, also shown in Figure 9 are results from two aircraft-based field measurements of the changes in OA from plumes intercepted at different photochemical ages: a biomass burning plume, measured near the point of emission and again after ∼5 d, 20 and Asian pollution outflow, measured at ∼3 and ∼8.5 d downwind of emission. 22 To our knowledge these are the only two ambient measurements of OA ensemble chemistry made over long timescales (>3 d), such that the observed chemical changes to OA are dominated by particle-phase oxidation processes rather than condensation (SOA formation). In both these studies OA mass loading (normalized to [CO], to account for dilution) is constant, whereas the degree of oxygenation of the OA (as measured by O/C or f 44 , the fraction of AMS ion signal at m/z 44) increases; this necessarily implies a loss of organic carbon from the particle phase, which is quantified using eq 3. Changes to OS C are determined using eq 2, with O/C determined from f 44 using the relationship given by Canagaratna et al. 81 and H/C estimated from the average relationship H/C = 2.0−0.6 O/C. 84 (This represents a major approximation, though since f C is only weakly dependent on hydrogen content of the OA, this leads to uncertainty in only the ΔOS C calculation.) Also shown are the estimated changes observed by George et al. when subjecting ambient OA to the equivalent of up to several weeks of heterogeneous oxidation, 54 with f C and ΔOS C calculated in the same way as for the aircraft measurements.
Both ambient data sets provide clear evidence of OA aging that is consistent with our laboratory aging studies, with a measurable decrease in particulate organic carbon and increase in OS C of the OA. Further, the magnitude of the changes are broadly consistent with the changes expected from heterogeneous oxidation, especially when assuming an uptake coefficient of unity (red bands in Figure 9 ). Predicted carbon loss is also consistent with the laboratory aging results of George et al. 54 and qualitatively with other laboratory studies that find modest decreases in OA mass over multiday timescales. 38, 39, 41, 51 However, in the case of the biomass burning plume, the changes to the ambient OA with age are somewhat greater than predicted based on our heterogeneous oxidation experiments. This may arise from differences in heterogeneous oxidation kinetics, the detailed chemistry of heterogeneous reactions, and/or the importance of other OA aging processes; these highlight possible differences between laboratory and ambient reaction conditions, and are discussed below.
The kinetics of heterogeneous oxidation may differ between the laboratory and the atmosphere due to differences in the various parameters assumed in eq 7, such as particle size D p and uptake coefficient γ (which can vary from compound to compound). Moreover, eq 7 assumes the particles are spherical and undergo rapid internal mixing. Nonspherical particles, with higher surface area-to-volume ratios than spherical ones, will undergo heterogeneous oxidation more rapidly than implied by Figure 9 . Predicted changes to the amount (a) and oxidation state (b) of particulate carbon in atmospheric OA as a function of particle age, using eq 7 and the fits from Figure 8 . Predictions are shown for both γ = 0.5 (blue curves) and γ = 1 (red curves), with shaded regions reflecting the variability from the measurements (as in Figure 8 ). Also shown are results from two aircraft studies 20, 22 (solid circles) in which the aging of ambient OA was inferred by measurements of plumes at very different ages, and measured changes to ambient OA subjected to high OH concentrations in the laboratory 54 (dashed line). Predicted carbon loss after one week is ∼3−13%, a significant flux that is broadly in agreement with ambient measurements.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article eq 7. Additionally, the effects of inorganic aerosol components (water, sulfate, etc.) on the rate of heterogeneous oxidation of organic species are poorly understood at present. Further, as discussed above, highly viscous OA material can lead to diffusion limitations within the particles, affecting the oxidation kinetics. At room temperature, kinetic slowing due to diffusion limitations is likely to be more pronounced in the laboratory than in the atmosphere, due to the very short diffusive timescales (relative to oxidation timescales) in our experiments. However, diffusion limitations within ambient OA will be enhanced at the low temperatures of the upper troposphere. 91 All these uncertain effects thus point to the need for an improved understanding of OA reactivity, morphology/shape, and viscosity, to better understand how these impact the kinetics of heterogeneous oxidation.
In addition, the chemistry of heterogeneous oxidation may be different between our experiments and the real atmosphere. For example, the high oxidant levels may promote chemistry that is unimportant under lower-concentration conditions. In particular, the fate of particle-phase peroxy (RO 2 ) radicals is poorly understood at present: in our laboratory experiments, RO 2 chemistry is likely dominated by self-reaction (RO 2 +RO 2 ), though in the atmosphere, bimolecular reactions with HO 2 or NO, 53 or unimolecular reactions, 92 may also compete. Thus, reaction time and oxidant concentration may not be strictly interchangeable, 46, 50, 77 as is assumed here.
Finally, the differences between predicted and measured changes to OA in Figure 9 may result from the importance of other aging mechanisms that occur in addition to heterogeneous oxidation. Such mechanisms include gas-phase oxidation of semivolatile species that partition to the gas phase, 24 photolysis of OA components, 93, 94 and multiphase (aqueous) oxidation. 27 Gas-phase oxidation of semivolatile OA components is unlikely to be a major aging mechanism after several days, given that only low-volatility species are likely to remain in the particle phase after substantial dilution and oxidation. Recent work 95, 96 has shown that the photolysis of condensedphase species can lead to the loss of OA, but this may also be most pronounced for "fresh" SOA. 96 Aqueous-phase oxidation has received attention mostly as a potential OA source, but it can also lead to the chemical degradation of organic species 97 and so may contribute to observed carbon loss over timescales of several days.
Despite the above uncertainties, the general agreement between ambient and laboratory measurements of OA aging suggests that heterogeneous oxidation is indeed an important process affecting the amount and properties of atmospheric OA over multiday timescales. The measured changes to the amount and oxidation state of particle-phase carbon (as described by f C and ΔOS C , respectively) with oxidation (expressed in carbon lifetimes)shown as the shaded areas in Figure 8also provides a simple, straightforward approach for inclusion of this process within CTMs.
More generally, this work points to the importance of atmospheric oxidation as a sink of OA. Previous calculations and modeling studies have shown that heterogeneous oxidation has the potential to decrease OA mass, 11, 67, 68, 98, 99 but all used simple parametrizations of carbon loss that were not directly based on laboratory measurements of OA aging; as a result the predicted timescales of OA mass loss vary dramatically from study to study (ranging from days 98 to months 99 ), depending on the assumptions made about the rate of degradation. The present work a provides a new laboratory-based estimate of this loss process and suggests that heterogeneous oxidation leads to the loss of a substantial fraction (∼3−13%) of particulate organic carbon during OA's atmospheric lifetime (assumed to be one week). This loss of OA carbon will not be uniform throughout the atmosphere, but instead will depend on depositional lifetimes, which vary with altitude and latitude. 23 Further, as discussed above, total carbon loss from all OA aging processes may be somewhat greater than predicted here, given the faster rate of carbon loss inferred from ambient measurements ( Figure 9 ).
Recent top-down estimates indicate a global OA production rate of ∼150 Tg C/yr (with an uncertainty on the order of ±80%); 100,101 combined with the present estimate of carbon loss, this implies a global flux of ∼11 Tg C/yr (full uncertainty range of 1−35 Tg C/yr) from the particle phase to the gas phase as a result of heterogeneous oxidation. This is smaller than a previous estimate based on a much more aggressive heterogeneous oxidation scheme, 98 but nonetheless it still represents a substantial sink of particulate carbon. This production of volatile oxidized carbon (e.g., CO, CO 2 , and OVOCs) is a small fraction (∼1%) of total secondary sources 16 but may still have an impact on atmospheric composition (e.g., OVOC budgets) if emitted in remote areas such as the free troposphere. Any such impacts will also depend on the molecular identities of the volatile species produced, which were not measured in this work. Several studies have examined the formation of these small oxidation products, 41, 43, 64, 66 but the yields of individual species, and even the branching between inorganic (CO/CO 2 ) and organic (OVOC) products, remain poorly constrained. Thus, at present it is difficult to estimate the impact of this carbon mass loss on gas-phase species in the atmosphere.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have compiled and reanalyzed a number of our previous measurements of the heterogeneous oxidation of single-component aerosol particles. Measurements of the change in the amount and oxidation state of particulate organic carbon were presented as a function of a new metric for heterogeneous oxidation kinetics, the number of carbon oxidation lifetimes. In all systems studied, heterogeneous oxidation leads to the loss of particle-phase organic carbon to the gas phase, as a result of C−C bond scission (fragmentation) reactions followed by volatilization; meanwhile, the organic carbon remaining in the particle phase becomes increasingly oxidized, likely from both functionalization and fragmentation reactions. The actual rate of this increase, as described by ΔOS C versus carbon lifetimes (a measure of the changes to the oxidation state of the carbon atom(s) being oxidized), varies substantially among the different chemical systems studied, presumably due to differences in chemical mechanisms. For low-volatility species that include no CC double bonds, ΔOS C per carbon atom reacted is 4.9 ± 1.3. The loss of carbon, as described by f C versus carbon lifetimes (a measure of the likelihood that a carbon atom will be lost from the particle for each carbon atom oxidized), is likely driven by "activated" alkoxy radicals, which undergo efficient fragmentation. Carbon loss shows less variability than the increase in OS C , with an average loss of 0.6 atoms per carbon atom reacted for most systems studied.
From these results we have estimated the effects of heterogeneous oxidation on the oxidation state and amount
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Feature Article of particle-phase carbon as a function of photochemical age. Changes to both quantities are predicted to be significant over multiday timescales; most importantly, a loss of 3−13% of particulate carbon after a week of aging is predicted. The general agreement with ambient measurements of OA aging over long timescales gives us some confidence in these predictions and suggests that heterogeneous oxidation can indeed have a substantial influence on the loadings and properties of atmospheric OA. At the same time, numerous uncertainties remain that limit our ability to quantitatively and accurately estimate the atmospheric impacts of heterogeneous oxidation. These include the role of OA physical properties (shape, morphology, mixing state, and viscosity) and chemical properties (chemical structure of the organic species) on the heterogeneous oxidation kinetics; the detailed chemistry of radicals (OH, RO, RO 2 , etc.), at the air-surface interface and within the bulk condensed phase; and the importance of other aging processes (e.g., photolysis, aqueous-phase chemistry) relative to heterogeneous oxidation. All of these represent important target areas for future laboratory research. Additional ambient measurements of OA aging, based on (pseudo-) Lagrangian studies of plumes over several days, would also be exceedingly useful for better constraining the rates and effects of oxidative aging of atmospheric OA particles.
The experiments and analysis in this work focus on the ensemble chemical properties of OA. The major quantities examinedloading, average chemical composition, and reaction kineticsare characterized in terms of the constituent organic carbon, rather than the individual molecular components, of OA. This provides a complete and quantitative description of the entire organic mixture, which more detailed molecular-level approaches often cannot provide. Such speciated measurements are critically important for understanding the chemical mechanisms that underlie OA formation and aging; in fact, measurements of molecular species are used in the present study to constrain the oxidation kinetics. However, as we have shown here, much simpler ensemble descriptions can still provide considerable information about OA loading, composition, and reactivity. Because of their relative simplicity, such ensemble approaches are generally more directly useful for inclusion within CTMs than molecularbased descriptions; they also tend to be more compatible with current models, given that most models already simulate OA as an ensemble. Additionally, ensemble approaches can extend well beyond descriptions of OA chemistry in terms of simple average properties, the focus of this work. For example, ensemble quantities can be expressed as complex distributions rather than averages 10, 89 and can be related to key physicochemical properties of OA (such as index of refraction, hygroscopicity, and volatility). 13, 17, 62, 63 Further development of such approaches is likely to lead to improved chemical frameworks and models for predicting the loading, composition, and ultimate impacts of atmospheric OA.
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